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Regenerating Democracy
Reigniting Freedom and Democracy: Five Steps

Bt and GMOs

In recent years the Organic Consumers Association and our
family of organizations (OCA, Regeneration International, Via
Organica, Citizen’s Regeneration Lobby, Millions Against
Monsanto) have helped popularize and spread the notion of
organic and regenerative food, farming, and land-use, doing our
best to bring together networks of food, farming, and natural
health activists into a greater synergy, a national and global
Movement of planting peace and justice and regenerating our
health, freedom, and democracy. In line with our mission, we are
happy to endorse the initial Five Action Steps of the Reignite
Democracy/Freedom Movement.
Suzanne Burdick explains the Five Steps in the Defender
September 29: “It’s time to take practical steps — individually and
collectively — to impede the globalist agenda and empower
ourselves to move toward creating the lives we want to live,
according to Reignite Freedom.” Reignite Freedom is a new
global Movement that arose out of the Resistance to the COVID
lockdowns and the Great Reset in Australia, but is now spreading
across the world.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3C8KrhC

Regeneration International Director Dr. Andre Leu writes:
"Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) puts out toxic compounds that cause
inflammation and tissue damage in the organs of specific insect
pests such as caterpillars.
The genes from Monsanto’s patented Bt have been inserted into
several genetically modified crops so that the plants produce
pesticides themselves. The GM industry argues that this is no
different from what organic farmers do when they spray Bt
bacteria; however, this is a massive distortion of the facts. Organic
farmers spray live bacteria onto the crop, not the Bt toxins.
During the night and early morning, pests eat the bacteria,
infecting them so that the bacteria release their toxins and
eventually kill the pests. It is destroyed by ultraviolet light, so
usually, none will survive more than a day or two, and consumers
will not be affected by the toxins produced by Bt.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3Ce1pex

The Attack on Herbs & Supplements is a Racket
Tessa Lena aka “Tessa Fighting Robots” writes:
“The pharmaceutical investors and their pocket politicians are
emboldened. They couldn’t be happier if the healing herbs and
supplements were regulated off the market and taken away from
the people. It is a continuation of the centuries-old attack on the
‘knowers’ and the healers. It is a fat and painful reminder that
this centuries-old attack was abusive and destructive the very
second it started—and that it is not going to stop until we stop it.
No, no, it is not about the protection of our interests because …
look around! The same financial interests whose servants
purport to protect us from the boogeyman of dietary
supplements are poisoning our food, our air, and our water, and
chasing us with syringes filed with toxic liquid!”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3V4eD6h

Fake Food: Vested Interests of the
Frankenfoods 2.0 Cheerleaders
Claire Robinson of GMWatch writes:
“A large number of European scientists active in agricultural
biotechnology research who are actively lobbying for
deregulating new gene editing techniques have direct or indirect
vested interests in the marketing of plants derived from those
techniques, through patents, patent applications, or links with the
seed industry. This is revealed today by a new report
commissioned by the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament:

The Democratic Party:
Now the Leading Party for War
John V. Walsh reports:
“Last May a remarkable column by Stephen Kinzer appeared in
the Boston Globe. It was headlined: ‘Republicans Return to
Their Roots as The Antiwar Party.’
More significantly, the subheading ran: ‘Since the Vietnam era,
Americans have come to expect antiwar rhetoric from liberal
Democrats. Cancel that. This month’s votes in Washington
signal a dramatic role reversal. Suddenly it is conservative
Republicans who oppose US involvement in foreign wars.’’
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3rACyN8

Bill Gates Doubles Down on Digital IDs
We’ve apparently stopped the COVID lockdowns and medical
mandates temporarily, but we are still in the “eye of the storm.”
Michael Nevradakis writes:
“The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) this month said
it will invest $200 million in digital ID projects, encompassing
“digital public infrastructure, including civil registry databases
and digital ID” to help meet the 2030 target date for reaching the
United Nation’s (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The $200 million in new funding — part of an overall $1.27
billion commitment by the BMGF in support of “global health
and development projects,” is closely tied to Goal 16.9 of the
SDGs, for which “digital identity programs are supposedly
needed,” Reclaim the Net reported.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3ynYZZQ

Behind the smokescreen: Vested interests of EU scientists
lobbying for GMO deregulation.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3CGmC28
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